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Welcome to the first issue in the CARE™ Breast Cancer Discussion series with CARE™
Oncology Faculty members, Dr. Sandeep Sehdev and Jan-Willem Henning.
This report provides a summary of the discussion had by Drs. Sehdev and Henning on
challenges and controversies in management of HER2 positive breast cancer, informed by
recent data and drug approvals.
Stay tuned for subsequent issues in this ongoing series coming this fall!
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Click here to watch
the full video on the
CARE™ website.

What have the biggest advances and challenges in
HER2 Positive mBC been?

Dr. Sandeep Sehdev

Dr. Jan-Willem Henning

With respect to the metastatic HER2 positive space, I think the biggest challenges we've had in Canada
for the last several years have related to access to testing and funding of different drugs. It's become
really a more exciting time now to see evidence emerging for very effective further lines of therapy that
may have a role and also be convincingly helpful enough to mandate approval and funding.

Treatment in the early setting has been a beautiful story over the last 35 years dating back to the mid80s with the discovery of the HER2 receptor, and then subsequently in the late 90s demonstrating
that the addition of trastuzumab to chemotherapy improves overall survival. The story continues with
realizing and showing that the addition of dual blockade to HER2 targets with pertuzumab in addition
to trastuzumab and chemotherapy offers extended survival (CLEOPATRA trial). We've recently seen the
updated publication on CLEOPATRA that showed 37% of patients are still alive at 8 years and that the
Kaplan–Meier curve plateaus at the tail end which may suggest that some patients will be long-term
survivors and maybe even cured with stage 4 disease. We see in practice these patients are living for
5+ years and we can offer them more therapy.
The EMILIA trial with TDM1 really opened a flurry of new targets and new molecules. TDM1 was the first
to show a survival benefit following first line therapy, now we have newer generation antibody drug
conjugates. Finally, we cannot forget the tyrosine kinase inhibitors. The first was lapatinib; newer TKIs
include neratinib and tucatinib. It is a very exciting time for us in 2021 with these newer molecules
being available.

˝
It is a very exciting time for us in 2021 with these
newer molecules being available

˝
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How have the recent approval of novel therapies for mBC
impacted your practice patterns?

Dr. Jan-Willem Henning

First- and second-line therapies have been funded and available in most jurisdictions in Canada.
I think CLEOPATRA regimen first-line and EMILIA regimen second line therapies have become quite
established in Canadian practice. Having said that, the question now is what we can access for third line.
We have seen publications showing significant improvements in PFS and OS, and in patients with
cranial metastases. This is very important because we know that up to 50% of our metastatic HER2
positive breast cancer patients will develop a CNS event after the second line. If we are aware of this,
we will be able to offer more effective treatments. The HER2CLIMB study with tucatinib, trastuzumab, and
capecitabine demonstrated benefit PFS and OS particularly in patients with CNS disease. This was the
first trial that looked prospectively and allowed patients with active brain metastasis to enroll. Its novel
design was very interesting. The survival benefits seen in this trial spoke to- and addressed the
question of systemic therapy in this population. The second trial I want to mention is DESTINY-Breast01
with trastuzumab deruxtecan which was initially presented at SABCS 2019, and now has more follow-up
data in 2021. The ongoing median PFS (greater than 18 months), and a very astounding waterfall plot
showed greater than 80% response rates in these women. It is important to note that these women
were all heavily pre-treated and they sustained a very good and durable response.
This brings us to a good problem to have- what to choose and which agent to sequence after the
second line?

Dr. Sandeep Sehdev

I remember when HER2 was first discovered and how they used to fear HER2 positive disease. Patients
would crash and burn, many getting brain metastases and passing away very quickly. It was a devastating
diagnosis and trastuzumab changed that. Then TDM1 came out around the same time as pertuzumab,
and we had these questions of what do we do second line; how do we sequence? A lot of the clinical trials
that emerged after helped us to understand the benefits of using pertuzumab first line, and the value
of TDM1 in second line. We were so delighted with the responses with these. Then brain metastases
became a real and stubborn problem. SBRT came into its own around that era and really helped, and we
did have some demonstrated activity of TDM1 in brain metastases, but it was still a huge unmet need.
I echo Dr. Henning’s excitement with what we are seeing with brain metastases patients treated with
the HER2CLIMB regimen (tucatinib, trastuzumab, and capecitabine). Data released recently at ASCO
2021 with trastuzumab deruxtecan in patients with stable brain metastases was also very impressive.
Outstanding questions will now be on sequencing and the stubborn challenge of access. Even after
having breakthrough data in Canada, it still takes a long time for regulatory review and funding approval.
We're very grateful for compassionate access programs that help us during that gap. There are many
other antibody drug conjugates in development in this space so it will be interesting to see if the
competition will improve cost.
In terms of use of the novel HER2CLIMB regimen, we don't have that much experience yet but the
patients in our group have tolerated therapy quite well and we've seen quite interesting responses early
on with the tucatinib based therapy. I've not had the chance yet to try the trastuzumab deruxtecan
although hopefully it'll come to us very soon. Our American colleagues have been delighted and they're
seeing response rates in practice very much like what was demonstrated in the trials. With sequencing,
patient selection initially may be determined by patient factors (i.e., convenience of oral vs. IV options)
and access. I think patients that have the active brain metastases will lean towards tucatinib because
they match that trial design more closely.
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Have you treated many patients with either trastuzumab
deruxtecan or tucatinib on- or off- trial?

Dr. Jan-Willem Henning

Fortunately, we have. We were lucky enough in Calgary to have patients in HER2 CLIMB, and I was
primary investigator for both DESTINY Breast03- and 04 clinical trials. Our experience with
trastuzumab deruxtecan is it has a significant impact and efficacy on the tumor, and very little toxicity.
These therapies are much better than the heavy chemotherapy-based regimens used 20-30 years
ago. Newer molecules, small molecules, and ADCs deliver chemotherapy, or chemotherapy-like
effects much better and are more efficacious and with fewer toxicities. Fortunately, as you mentioned,
pharmaceutical companies have opened patient support programs after receiving Health Canada
approval making these molecules available to us. We are thankful as oncologists to bring these
agents to our patients as we wait for the lengthy process of approval through different jurisdictions.

˝Another change in my practice is more frequently including

brain imaging in our restaging to better identify and treat
patients with brain metastases. Have you also adopted this?˝
̶ Dr. Sandeep Sehdev

Dr. Jan-Willem Henning

Most guidelines at this point do not include CNS imaging as a surveillance or staging tool for
asymptomatic patients, but I think the time has come since can offer a therapy these patients that
could prolong survival. I mentioned earlier that up to 50% of patients in the second line will develop
brain metastases, but if we can identify them first line or prior to second line it may be best to integrate
these therapies earlier. I do support the notion of being a little bit more vigilant with earlier CNS imaging.

˝

Up to 50% of patients in the second line will develop
brain metastases, but if we can identify them
first line or prior to second line it may be best to
integrate therapies earlier

˝
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How can we approach management of patients who experience
lung or heart events while on these novel therapies?

Dr. Sandeep Sehdev

One issue that's come up with the antibody drug conjugates is their unique toxicities. As oncologists we
are getting more used to dealing with non-chemo side effects, like diarrhea rash, and now interstitial
lung disease (ILD) particularly since gefitinib became known in lung cancer. It is a bigger concern now
with trastuzumab deruxtecan and I think oncologists are a little bit nervous about that the incidence
which seems to be relatively high. There was a small incidence of grade 5 toxicity or death in the initial
study which brought about questions regarding how to monitor patients. This risk seems to be the
highest in east Asian patient populations, and in Japan when they restage patients, they routinely use
high resolution chest imaging to look for evidence of this early on to catch it and act more quickly to
manage. Changes that will be required of us in terms of vigilance monitoring will likely include doing a
CT scan every time someone has a cough or shortness of breath. We should also consider how to get
our local respirologists involved and up to speed on management.

˝
We should consider how to get our local respirologists
involved and up to speed on management

˝
Dr. Jan-Willem Henning
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Clinical trials pick the ‘Olympic athletes’ of patients who were selected due to the trial protocol so there
is some concern about what we would see in a real-world setting. What we have we learned from the
clinical trials with trastuzumab deruxtecan as you've mentioned is that there is a higher incidence in
the Japanese population, but also higher incidence in breast malignancy (as opposed to others- i.e.
lung or gastric), and with higher dosage (it escalates beyond 6mg/hg and higher). So, we know that
the dosage matters. In the clinical trial CT imaging was done every six weeks which is not practical
in the real-world currently. Moving forward it will be important to explore whether there's a surrogate
marker for interstitial lung disease. Essentially, picking up grade one is important so that we can treat it
effectively with steroids and so the patient can resume highly effective treatments. If you pick it up at
grade two, meaning patient is symptomatic and it is confi rmed on imaging, then a patient unfortunately
has to discontinue active treatment with trastuzumab deruxtecan because of the risk of death. It is
important to note that not all ILD is drug-related; it could be COVID 19 or any of the other atypical reasons
for pneumonitis. In practice we would not want to withhold access to therapy for patients with mild
controlled asthma or mild COPD not requiring oxygen for example.
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What are the biggest challenges/barriers affecting
adoption of novel agents in Canada?

Dr. Jan-Willem Henning

We are currently in the land of plenty as far as metastatic HER2 positive breast cancer is concerned.
New therapies in the third line are now being investigated in earlier- even first line in the adjuvant/
neoadjuvant setting. There are multiple agents you can pick from, which speaks to the challenge of
determining sequencing. For myself, recent evidence is important in terms of patient selection and
what toxicities you can and cannot allow.
Ultimately in the Canadian landscape we could be restricted as far as funding is concerned. At this time
novel agents are available through patient support programs. There is concern around how funding will
shape out in the different jurisdictions and if there will be equal access for our patients all throughout
Canada in the third line and beyond. If TDM1 moves into the neoadjuvant setting as we've seen with
KATHERINE trial, how will that influence our sequencing in the metastatic setting? Will funding agencies
actually allow a second ADC to be used in the metastatic setting if they've paid for it in the neoadjuvant
setting?
Sandy, what's your insights on funding and what you would predict funding may or may not look like
given your experiences?

Dr. Sandeep Sehdev

Dr. Jan-Willem Henning

I think the processes we have to decide upon approval and funding at the pCODR level are very rigorous
and I fi nd the analyses are very well done on the cost side and the clinical side, but they take a long time.
That's the challenge we've had in Canada despite the very good quality of the reviews. When you have
areas of uncertainty, like what to do when you have a previous ADC like TDM1, I expect they’ll recognize
these drugs are different. I think these novel agents will be available to us but I can't overemphasize
the importance of clinician input. We need to step up at our local centers or cities to give input on the
value we perceive for our patients, how we view practical issues, how we think one drug might displace
another, what might the impact and how big the population might be, etc. I think it'd be great if we were
able to as a country embark in pragmatic studies looking at real world evidence collection to help guide
approval and funding bodies. We also need and appreciate the input of patient groups.

I really appreciate that, and I think once a treatment has been adopted (either funded or non-funded)
you must jump into real world evidence as quickly as you can to really see if there's any pressing issues
in the real world that weren’t encountered in clinical trial practice.
I do want to end in saying that the HER2 story is not done yet. We've seen the needle moving in terms
of overall survival. We certainly want to have access and be able to offer patients therapies that extend
and better their lives. Patient advocacy groups, us as physicians doing our own advocacy, and the rigor
of a very transparent approval process are all very important to bring new therapies to clinical practice.
Perhaps we'll be aiming for cure in more patients with better and better HER2 positive therapies in
earlier lines of therapy.
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